
The substantive class includes free pronouns and nouns. Pronouns in Wintu
distinguish first, inclusive, exclusive, second, and third persons. The third person forms

are based on demonstratives. Singular, dual, and plural nxmiber are distinguished.

Nouns may be based on simple roots (mem *water'), compound (mem-holoq 'water-

hole' = *pond, well'), or derived (pinih *to take lunch along*, /^ihift-iy'the lunch one
has taken along'). Number is distinguished with only some forms. Possession is shown
by a preceding possessive pronoun. Inalienably possessed nouns, referring to some
kinsmen, may be preceded by an inalienable possessive or vocative prefix: net-pice -n

'my daughter'. A diminutive or pejorative may follow.

An interesting feature of Wintu is the systematic, overt distinction between generic

and particular pronouns and nouns, discussed by Lee (1944a,b), Pitkin (1984), and
Wash (1990). Generics are unmarked for number or specificity, while particulars

typically refer to finite, singular, animate entities. A generic noun like sede is used to

refer to coyotes in general, but the particular form sede-t is used for the trickster

character Coyote or some other specific coyote. Some nouns tend to appear only in

the generic, like the mass noun *water', while others tend to appear only in the

particular, like proper names. Certain roots take on one meaning in the generic and
a different one in the particular: the root tu is translated *eye' in the particular but

'face' in the generic; ma is *toe' in the particular but *foot' in the generic; Jial is
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'mussel' in the particular but *shell' in the generic. While nominalized verbs referring

to agents can appear with a particular suffix (tf^uli-t *swim-PARTicuLAR' = *the one who

swims' = *otter') those referring to actions or events usually appear as generics (/*m/i

'swimming'). The marking of a noun may change over the course of a discourse. Lee

(1944b: 182) illustrates the distinction with translation from a text. A hunter went out

but saw no deer (generic); another killed a deer (particular). A woman carried deer

(generic) to her mother; a hunter brought home deer (particular). (The woman's deer

was cut in pieces and carried as a formless mass in her back-basket, while the man

carried his two deer slung whole from his shoulder.) Some brothers, about to eat

venison, called out "Old man, come and eat venison (generic)." The old man replied,

"You can eat that stinking venison (particular) yourselves."

Substantives are further inflected for case. Suffixes on nouns distinguish nominative

(unmarked), accusative, genitive, and locative cases. The genitive is used for

possessors, for instruments and for agents of passive verbs. The locative is used for

both spatial and temporal location. Suffixes on pronouns and kin terms distinguish

nominative, accusative, locative, possessive, and instrumental cases.

Verb roots may be simple or reduplicated: bal *tell a lie', balbala *tell all kinds of

stories'. There are sub-morphemic alternations involving all parts of the root: lew

*blow up, sail', ^ew %, float'; igl *coal', ikl-el *soot'; iida- *to gasp', itda *to gasp for

breath with effort'; ht^ *save, hoard', hue *be filled up'. Roots may be augmented with

various affixes. Sixteen prefixes indicate location or direction: Vest', 'outside', *on all

sides', 'crosswise', 'behind', 'toward', 'away', etc: UQrnr^ana' 'move west'. There are

vowel harmonic distributive, repetitive, and iterative suffixes: cib 'scrape with knife',

cibiya 'to whittle', and a stative: cit 'grip', cit-el 'to be tied tight'.

Stems are formed from simple or augmented roots. Each verb has three stems. The

indicative stem, formed with -a, is used for realis events: ca-w-a 'to sing'. The

imperative stem, formed with -m, is used for nonindicative moods and alternative

voices: ca-w-u 'Sing!'. The nominal stem, marked with -i, is translated as a participle

or nominal indicating the completion or product, object, or instrument of action:

ca-w-i 'song, singing'. Different sets of suffixes appear with each stem.

Suffixes on indicative stems fall into two position classes. In the first are evidential

suffixes (knowledge from hearing, touch, smell, taste; hearsay; inference; experience),

a subordinating causal anterior 'because of . . .', and an approximating suffix 'almost'.

In the second are subject markers distinguishing first and second person, a dubitative,

a completive, a subordinating temporal anterior 'after . . .', and subordinating

unexpected simultaneous: ca-wa-weian 'anyway, I'll still sing'.

Suffixes on imperative stems are the most elaborate. First may be markers

indicating a particular patient, particular comitative associate, or generic comitative

associate; then a reflexive or causative, then a reciprocal or benefactive. These may
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be followed by a monitoiy or passive, then inevitable future, subordinating potential

Svhile*, first person jussive let me . . /, or hortative *let him . . .', *may she . .
.'

Following these may be a negative, dual cohortative let's . . /, necessary anterior

•before', general interrogative, first person interrogative, simultaneous or anterior

temporal subordinator, or particular object marker.

To the nominalizing stems are added substantival suffixes like the particular and

case, or a verbalizing sufBx that derives stative or intensive intransitives.

Additional temporal and modal distinctions may be made with auxiliary verbs most

ofwhich follow the main verb. They serve as markers of negation, aspect (imperfect,

durative, perfective), future intention, as progressives, desideratives, conditionals,

optatives, past tense, abilitatives, inabilitatives, usitatives, and prohibitives.

Some of these structures can be seen in the Wintu passage below from a text

originally published by Dixon (1909). It was reelicited by Pitkin fi-om Carrie Dixon in

1956 and appears in Pitkin 1984: 268-9. Nominalizations can be seen in the name for

Coyote, *the field creature', and the word for 'heart', *what breathes'. The generic/

particular distinction can also be seen: *land' and 'house' are generic, while 'Coyote'

18 particular. There are several locative suffixes, as on 'house' and its modifier in line

2, a negative suffix in line 4, and a reflexive in line 5.

po'm yel'hur-a car-a-wa-h buh-a way.

land back-be.left-iNDic green-iNDic-NOMiNALizER-PARxicuLAR sit-iNDic north

There was a big flood, and Coyote (the field creature) lived in the north.

qewel, wi-n-t^w-n qewel-in buh-a.

house perSOn-LOCATIVE-ANIMATE-LOCATIVE hOUSe-LOCATIVE Sit-INDICATTVE

He lived in a house, an Indian house.

iet-e-'t dar-a-wa-h, pi iet-e-t,

little-INDIC-PARTICULAR green-INDIC-NOMINALIZER-PARTICULAR 3 little-INDIOPARTICUI^\R

One Coyote, that lone one,

^elew he-ke-n wi-n-t^w-h suk-mina.

no 3-OPTATIVE-LOCATIVE perSOn-LOCATIVE-ANIMATE-PARTICULAR Stand-NEGATIVE

with no humans to be seen anywhere.

carawa-h ^aw-a-n-a-y wac-a-, p^wr-u-s wac-a-.

coyote-PARTicuLAR have.scar-iNDic-RFL-iNDic cry-iNDic breathe-NM-oENERic cry-iNDic

Coyote was sad and lonely; he cried; his heart cried.'
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